START

Are you a fast-growth tech
venture not suited to
borrowing from a bank?

Yes

Need £££ working
capital quick?

Look at other funding options:
• The CBILS
• Small Business Rate Grant Fund
• Government corporate loan facility
• Bank overdraft
• Tap existing shareholders

No

Yes

No

Raised at least £250k
in equity finance
within the last 5 years?

Well done, looks like
you are well set for
now!

Bad luck, you
don’t qualify.
No

It remains to be seen whether deals can be structured
where tranche 1 is private investment of £250k allowing
Future Fund to invest thereafter (with matched investors)
as tranche 2. Many commentators are keen to see the
£250k threshold lowered.

Yes

Do you meet the
conditions? (See next
box.)
No

Keep hustlin', you
won’t qualify until
you find them.
Yes

No

Have you found private
investors willing to match
100% of the Future Fund
investment?

It's a free country.

No

• You must be an unlisted UK registered company
• You must have a substantive economic presence in the UK
• The investee company must be the parent company
• You need to pass fraud, anti-money laundering and KYC
checks
• The funding can only be used for working capital, not for
repaying debt, making dividends, paying bonuses or paying
advsory/placement fees

Yes

Don't
know

Are you willing to
accept the terms
proposed by the
government?

Sometimes convertibles
crash - check out the
HLaw Insight page for our
thoughts on CLNs.

Read the Future
Fund term sheet
online, it's < 3
pages long

Yes

Yes

Are your private
investors willing to
transact on those
terms?
No

Game on, looks like you
qualify. The Future Fund
will match invest between
£125k and £5 million.

Do you know how CLNs
work? A very different deal
from a priced equity round.

Yes

Is that because your private investors
want SEIS/EIS/VCT relief?

Yes

No

Is that because your investors want
terms that are more favourable to the
private investors than to the Future
Fund?

Is that because you and your private
investors want to execute a priced
round now and not an investment of
convertible debt?
No

April 2020

Unclear whether you can close
two deals in parallel, Future
Fund’s CLN and then an
advance subscription
agreement for your private
investors (terms of which being
less favourable to those
investors that to Future Fund).

Yes

You won’t qualify, the
government wants to be
invested on at least pari passu
terms.

No

Talk to HLaw:
enquiries@humphreys.law

No

Await clarification
from the
government

Yes

The Future Fund term sheet legislates
only for investments by way of CLNs.
However, it doesn’t expressly say that
the Future Fund won’t invest for
straight equity as part of a priced round.

